
Crystal Palace Park Timeline 

The timeline focuses on the main dates in the development 
of Crystal Palace Park, particularly the growth in transport 
links and historic events that led Crystal Palace to become 
what it is today. Three PDFs: Crystal Palace Park Timeline 
KS2, Timeline Photos and Historic Costumes and Transport 
can be used as a basis to produce an illustrated timeline.  

The suggested way of working is that groups of four or six 
participants are split into two, each smaller group plotting 
the events from Page 1 or Page 2 of the timeline on a 
landscape sheet (A3 card cut in half landscape wise and 
joined to make 840 x 148.5mm sheet).The larger pictures of 
Crystal Palace Park can be cut out and stuck on to be used 
to illustrate the timeline along with additional drawings, 
transport and people in historic costume.The two sections 
can then be joined. 

Images of Crystal Palace Park courtesy of Kevin Ireland and historic images courtesy of Wiki Commons  
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Crystal Palace Park Timeline 

230 - 65 million years ago - Mesozoic Era - Dinosaurs lived in the world before 
there were humans. 

3150 - 30 BC Ancient Egyptian Era. 

47AD - 400 AD The Romans built London around the river Thames.

957 Penge was a village in the Great North Wood and was called Penceat which 
means ‘the edge of the forest’ in Celtic.  

1803 Sir Joseph Paxton was born. 

1809 London and Croydon Canal opened at Penge. Visitors from London and 
Croydon came to enjoy the countryside. 

1837 Queen Victoria came to the throne.

1851 The Great Exhibition was held in the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park. The 
building was designed by Sir Joseph Paxton. Queen Victoria opened the 
Exhibition which Prince Albert had set up with Sir Henry Cole. Over 6 million 
people visited it. 

1854 The new Crystal Palace and the Low Level railway station was opened by 
Queen Victoria in Sydenham. The attractions included the dinosaurs, sculptures 
including the sphinxes, plants from all over the world and concerts. 
 

1859 Publication of Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species by means of Natural 
Selection with its ideas about evolution.

1856 Brunel’s water towers were completed. Queen Victoria visited when the 
fountains were switched on. 
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1865 Crystal Palace High Level railway station opened. Brock started evening 
firework displays. Paxton died. 

1871 Penge had grown from a population of 1,159 in 1851 to 13,201 inhabitants. 
Streets of houses were built around the new railway stations. 

1894 The Great Fountain Basins were filled in and became a sports arena 
People came to Crystal Palace Park to play and watch sport - including cricket, 
football and motor racing.

1914 - 1918 World War 1 Royal Navy used the park as a training depot. This is 
the HMS Crystal Palace memorial. 

1933 Baird Television Company Offices/Laboratories were opened in the park. 
Logie Baird was the inventor of the world’s first long distance television pictures 
(1926) and colour television broadcasting in the 1940s.

1936 Fire destroyed The Crystal Palace.

1939 - 1945 World War 2. Logie Baird had a laboratory in the park and may 
have worked on defence projects and radar as well as making military 
equipment. The park was closed to the public.

1956  The BBC Transmitter was built and started transmitting radio and 
television programmes.

1964 The National Sports Centre by Sir Leslie Martin and Hubert Bennett was 
opened

1996 Corten stage structure by Ian Ritchie Architects was opened

Ongoing Bromley Council and the Mayor of London agreed in 2014 to invest 
£2.4million in park improvements. These improvements include: the building of a 
new cafe and skatepark, landscaping and the conservation of the Grade I listed 
dinosaurs and Grade II listed sphinxes.
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